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HEAD TEACHER NEWS

Dear Parents/ Carers

It was lovely to speak to many of you at our recent parent
evenings. So many wonderful learning opportunities have taken
place over the past half term and I know the children were keen
for you all to see their work. I have had many children visiting
my office lately, sharing with me the work they are so proud of.
I feel very privileged.

School in a bag

We ended this half term with a fabulous ‘Wear a hat day’
organised by the School Council. Thank you so much for
supporting our School in a Bag fund raising. There were many
excited children in classes today all hoping to raise lots of
money so that we can purchase many SchoolBags. A big thank
you to Hannah Roe for making the incredible cake for our raffle.
All staff and children were super eager to buy raffle tickets. A
fantastic total of £351 was raised. That is the equivalent of 17
SchoolBags! A brilliant start to our support of ‘School in a Bag’
for 2019-20.

http://www.schoolinabag.org/

Healthy Snacks

Here at All Saints we are encouraging a healthy eating routine
based on a balanced diet. Lessons across the school promote
an understanding of how we grow and how to look after our
bodies, both inside and out. Our curriculum supports the
children in learning how to make healthy choices. Please can
we ask that parents support this by providing children with a
healthy snack for break time. Please see the link below for
ideas.

https://www.nhs.uk/change4life/food-facts/healthier-snacks-fo
r-kids

Uniform reminder

Hair

Please keep hair within the generally smart appearance set
by the uniform guidelines on our website (e.g. no crew or
Mohican style cuts, tram lines, coloured hair pieces, braids or
over-decorative toggles.)

Thank you all for your continued support. I hope you all have a
lovely half term with your families. A gentle reminder that we will
be back to school on Tuesday 5th November.

Kind regards

Mrs Bowditch

Dates for Your Diaries

• 25.10.19 – Inset Day

• 04.11.19 – Inset Day

• 05.11.19 – Term Begins

• 06.11.19 – Cross Country at YTFC 4:00pm start

• 08.11.19 – Class 1 Praise and Share 2:40pm

• 15.11.19 – Children In Need – wear non-uniform
and something spotty for a donation to Children
in Need

• 15.11.19 – KS1 Showcase 2:40pm – 3:10pm

• 22.11.19 – KS2 Showcase 2:40pm – 3:10pm

• 27.11.19 – Class 5 – Fleet Air Arm Museum ‘Cool
Aeronautics Day’

• 29.11.19 – Classes 5+6 STEAM Praise and Share
2:40pm – 3:10pm

• 29.11.19 – FOAS Christmas Fayre 5:30 – 8:30pm

• 10.12.19 – KS2 Christmas Performance 6.00pm

• 11.12.19 – KS2 Christmas Performance 6.00pm

• 12.12.19 – KS1 Christmas Performance 2.00pm and
6.00pm
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ACORN

Acorns have been busy with phonics, learning how to read
and represent single phonemes and beginning to use them in
words.

In maths, we have been doing a lot of counting and recognising
small numbers.

Our learning journey ‘Help!’ started off in a very exciting
way…with a visit from a fire engine! We really enjoyed meeting
the crew, going inside the fire engine and spraying the hoses!

We have also been taking on different roles in our play in our
Doctor’s surgery role-play area.

CLASS 1

Class 1 have been learning the Christian creation story
according to Genesis. They have learnt a song to help them
retell the events in the story and have learnt about the

importance of this story to Christians. This week, children
applied their understanding of the creation story to create a
piece of artwork using watercolour paints. They have learnt
how to use water colours effectively and have created beautiful
work.

CLASS 2

Class 2 had a wonderful day last week as we released our
butterflies. We have watched the complete process from tiny
caterpillar to beautiful butterfly. Four weeks ago we had five tiny
caterpillars arrive. They were delivered in a pot which contained
all the food which they would need. We watched as they grew
rapidly and learnt all about their frass (poo!) and their
exoskeletons which they shed as they grew bigger and bigger.

We saw lots of silken threads in the pot; these we learnt were
completely natural and were something which the caterpillars
produce so that when they are in the open air the threads would
keep them attached to the leaves. After two weeks of continual
eating and growing, the children saw the five caterpillars make
themselves into J shapes and hang from the lid of the pot, they
then shed their skin one last time before building a chrysalis
around themselves. In the cocoon the caterpillars undertook the
amazing process of metamorphosis.

Just under two weeks later, we saw five Painted Lady butterflies
nibble holes in their cocoons and break out. The children were
amazed to watch how the butterfly pumped red liquid into their
wings and then allowed their wings about 2 hours to dry before
opening.

We kept the butterflies for 3 days, feeding them a variety of
fruit, which we scored the surface of, so that the juice was at
the surface. We also prepared a sugar solution for them which
would be just like nectar.

When the time came to release them, the butterflies allowed us
to hold and see them fully before flying off to find more food
and hopefully start the wonderful life cycle again by laying some
eggs on a leaf.

CLASS 3

It’s hard to believe that we are now 8 weeks into the school
year – time flies when it is so packed with learning and activity!
It has been a real pleasure getting to know your children this
half term. The children are new fully fledged members of KS2

• 13.12.19 – Save The Children Christmas Jumper Day
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and I know that after a restful half term break, they will be back
raring to go and ready to enjoy all the exciting learning that will
eventually lead into Christmas activities.

The children have been enjoying their current topic, Set in
Stone, through which they have learnt about life in the Stone
Age and Bronze Age. (The Iron Age is still to come!) There
have been lots of opportunities for outdoor learning and STEAM
activities including den making with Miss Daniel and creating
their own paints from natural pigments mixed with milk, oil and
egg.

On Red, White and Blue Day, we had fun making and trying out
mini parachutes. It was great to be able to share some of our
learning with many of you at our very first STEAM Praise and
Share Assembly.

We have been working very hard on place value, addition and
subtraction skills this half term, laying the foundations that will
help us tackle other areas of maths over the year. Column
subtraction with exchanges is a tricky skill to master for many
children; any extra support at home where needed with this
method would be appreciated – thank you! (See layout to
ensure you’re following the same method at home.)

We hope you have a lovely week with your families – and enjoy
the extra hour in bed!

CLASS 4

To kick off our new topic ‘Were the Dark Ages Dark? Class 4
have been reading Beowulf an old English story from the Anglo
Saxon era. It has inspired their own narrative writing and over
the last two weeks and the children have produced some very
impressive descriptive writing.

Here are a couple of extracts.

‘That miserable, cold stormy night the four friends edged the
aluminous, haunted forest once more. Each of their hearts were
booming like a bass drum in their chests. They cast nervous

glances at each other trying to gather all the courage they could
as they stumbled along the edge of the forest.’ By Rachel

‘Rose realised the door was locked! As she struggled to open
the door, she desperately grabbed a pin. Terrified, Rose put the
pin in the door and picked at the lock! Finally, the door opened.

“Yes,” she exclaimed. “I did it!” She slammed the door shut.
Suddenly a gust of musty, old air zoomed out of the door of
the old, mansion like a flock of sheep. As Rose tried to gather
her confidence to run down the hill, she just couldn’t do it.’ By
Nina

In Maths, we have been trying to master subtraction using
different methods; Column subtraction through exchange and
the frog method for counting on. After lots of practise, the
children are beginning to analyse which method they would use
when looking at different problems.

This is how Ella worked out the following question.

STEAM assembly

We were very proud of Class 4 last Friday at All Saints first
STEAM assembly. The children presented their class
challenges with confidence and enthusiasm.

CLASS 5

As part of the Class 5’s study of Islam in R.E, the class has
been creating a fantastic range of Islamic patterns. These will
be displayed on the R.E display in the classroom. The children
have impressed the Year 5 team with their creative designs and
artistic styles that reflect the diversity of the religion that that
they have studied.

As well as this Class 5 have also written some wonderful
alternative endings to the classic Greek myth Icarus and
Daedalus, incorporating the learnt sentence techniques we
have studied, following the guidance of Alan Peat. It was lovely
to see the children then working together to edit and improve
each other’s work and follow success criteria for their next
learning steps.

Recently the children have written some fantastic
non-chronological reports which have included many brilliant
features and the children are showing a good attitude to writing
and enthusiasm for our topic of the Ancient Greeks.
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We are so delighted for Benjamin Sutherland in Class 5, who
has recently been awarded a certificate for his amazing art work
in the Strangely Magical Butterfly competition. The competition
was run in association with the author Victoria Williamson.
Ben’s entry can be found on the Strangely Magical website.
Well done!

CLASS 6

During this half term Class 6 were set a STEAM challenge
to make a Moving Mark-Making Machine linked to their topic
‘Who’s Taking Control?’

Given just four pens, some duct tape and a plastic cup to
start the process, the children were asked to design and make
a moving mark-making machine. The children planned
methodically and incorporated their recent work on circuits in
order to create their designs.

Working collaboratively within their teams, they made
improvements to their designs. This included changing the
angle of the pens, altering the position of the battery so it was
balanced and securing the position of the motor to enable the
propeller to spin at full speed we had some excellent results.
Class 6 certainly proved what hard work, resilience and
excellent team work can achieve!

We have also been working really hard this half term when
writing poetry. The children were particularly inspired by Red,
White and Blue day where they wrote some very emotive
poetry. They had to imagine that hope was in a soldier’s
pocket. Through drama they tuned in to their senses and wrote
some amazing poems.

Hope

A sweet innocent bird perched on the man’s mind
As all around the bird was an endless void of darkness

The birds name was Hope
Hopes chirps were as sweet as a greeting from a friend

Her feathers were raspberry red
Hopes aroma was an overwhelming feeling of safety

If someone would dare to pluck a feather from her, they would
Smell bacon and eggs, only the Ritz could create

There was Hope perching helpless on the man’s mind
A sea of doubt and anger surrounding her,

The man was losing hope as his own dark thoughts took
control

Thoughts about the people he had killed and the pain he had
brought

His name was War
And Hope is still hanging on the edge

Poem by HarryPoem by Harry

We have some very exciting news. Your children may have
shared with you that local Magistrates visited our school last
week. The Magistrates talked to Year 6 children about their role
in the courts. This was a wonderful opportunity offered to us
by Perrott Hill School who have invited us to join them for their
Yeovil Magistrates’ Court Trial Competition. The children were
very excited to hear about the role of a Magistrate and some of
them have been selected to represent our school, taking on the
role of the defence team in November at Perrott Hill School. We
are grateful to the magistrates for their very interesting input and
we hope it inspires our children to consider different job roles in
their future. We look forward to sharing our experience with you
all. Look out for our news reports next half term once our trial
has taken place.

OUTDOOR LEARNING

Outdoor learning time is going well and the children are
thoroughly enjoying their learning time outside in the Forest of
Friends!

During October Class 4 has been to Iceland and Class 5 to
Greece as part of the Geography part of their topics. Class 4
found out about the physical features that are natural to Iceland
and worked in teams to create representations of a geyser,
volcano, glacier and waterfalls. Class 5 has been comparing
human and physical features of Greek islands with our local
area and will be creating tourist information leaflets which will
persuade visitors to visit where we live.

Class 1 has been thinking about significant places and
buildings. They built special places for an animal or person in
their lives with their friends using natural materials and talked
about who they built it for. They also went on a wellie walk
around the village to see the old school so that they could
compare the old school with the new one. They were lucky
enough to have the opportunity to walk through the gatehouse
at Abbey Farm and visit the old monastery’s pond and see the
dove cot.

In Class 2, they have been learning about materials and their
uses and they enjoyed looking for materials in the Forest of
Friends. They can now talk about materials that are natural
and man-made and talk about why they are used for specific
reasons. They have been thinking about ‘What would happen
if…a house was made of paper’ and other scenarios as part of
a STEAM challenge.

As part of their topic on the Stone Age Class 3 has been
designing and making shelters for their Stone Age ‘mini mes’.
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They had to make sure it would keep them dry, protect them
from wind, ensure it was stable and keep them safe.

Acorns have been doing lots of learning about the signs of
Autumn and been on an Autumn wellie walk with their buddies
through Montacute park. They have made Autumn crowns,
been Autumn colour matching, created Autumn leaf pictures
and had a go at hammering nails in to a pumpkin! This week
they even had their snack outside with hot chocolate!

FIZZ POP SCIENCE

The children were entertained by Fizz Pop Science Show on
Tuesday . Chris showed us how air pressure works through
using balloons and rockets. We saw how balls were able to
'float' on air and discussed lots about how the quantity of air
affects things. He used toilet paper and a hair drier to show how
aeroplanes fly!

Fizz Pop Science will be running a 5 week after school science
club after half term. Details will be coming home later this week
and it will also be on the school newsletter.

The after -school sessions are designed to inspire the children
towards gaining an interest into the sciences. The workshops
will be a mixture of exciting demonstrations and thought -
provoking hands on experiments and tasks.

https://fizzpopscience.co.uk/afterschoolbooking/

STEAM HOME CHALLENGE

MAKE A LEGO BALLOON CAR

LEGO building is so entertaining and this easy to make LEGO
Balloon Car is a simple STEAM activity for all the family!

YOU WILL NEED:

Basic LEGO bricks
Balloons
Small Tape Measure

Why do you think this car went farther?
Why do you think this car was slower?
What if we tried it on a rug?
What happens if the balloon is blown up more or
less?

The science behind the challenge:

This is the simple concept of force and motion. The balloon
forces out air which puts the car into motion. When the force
slows down and eventually stops {empty balloon}, the car slows
down and stops too. A heavier car will need a greater force but
may not travel as far as a lighter car which will require less force
to go farther.

Please email any photos you take of your family trying this
challenge to Helen.Smith@allsaints.bwmat.org

SCHOOL COUNCIL

The School Council have organised their first fund-raising day
for School in a Bag. They collected ideas from the children in
their class and then met to discuss the suggestions made. They
decided to have a ‘Wear a hat to school’ day! Each child was
asked to bring a donation of £1 to wear their hat. One of the
School Council suggested asking a parent, who makes great
cakes, to provide them with a cake that they could raffle and
the kind and generous parent made us a fantastic chocolate
sweet-covered cake! It has been a ‘hat-tastic’ day.

http://www.schoolinabag.org/

• Build a LEGO car. Make it as big or small as you like
but it must be able to move freely.

• Fix a balloon onto the car.

• Blow up the balloon and let your LEGO car go!

• How far will your balloon car travel?

• Make a different car and try the balloon again.

• Use a measuring tape and see whose car went the
farthest!
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DANDELIONS

As Dandelions club grows, so do our links with Naval Service
Family and People Support (NS FPS, formerly ‘Welfare’). NS
FPS would like all of our Service Families to be aware of their
future events and would love to see you there. NS FPS also
encourage Service families to join their official, fully moderated
Facebook group for further information and updates. This is
a closed group that will ask a few questions to confirm your
connection to the military before joining.

http://www.facebook.com/groups/YeoviltonNavalServiceCom
munity

A reminder to all Service families, Miss Cameron holds the role
of Service Family Liaison Officer so please do contact her with
any questions.

Yeovil
Coffee
Morning

Every Thursday
1000-1300

Wyndham Park
Community Hub, 80
Great Mead, Yeovil

Halloween
Party

Fri 1st November
1900-2200

Tall Trees
Community Centre,
Ilchester

Sublime
Science
Activity

Mon 11th November
1730-1930

Tall Trees
Community Centre,
Ilchester (for service
children in school
years 1-6)

Dandelions have been working hard making poppies ahead of
Remembrance Day. We would like to ensure that we remember
the bravery of both past and present members of the Armed
Forces. We are therefore inviting any Service families that would
like to, to send in photographs of the parent in the Armed
Forces to form part of our display. Photos can be emailed
to office@allsaints.bwmat.org and marked FAO Miss Cameron.
Many thanks.

SPORT

Cross Country

A huge well done to all those children who represented All
Saints on Wednesday 2nd October at the Aldon Cross Country
race, some fantastic individual performances and great team
effort. Look forward to seeing you at the next race.

KS1 Multisports

On Tuesday 1st October several children from KS1 attended a
multisport event led by Westfield Academy with the help of their

students. The children enjoyed various sports and represented
the school brilliantly.

Thank you Mrs Sullivan for attending this event on my behalf.

Mr Ross

Bucklers Mead Football Tournament

On the 7th of September 2019 All Saints travelled to Bucklers
Mead astro turf pitch to face off in a tournament against
different schools. As we arrived at the pitch at quarter to four,
we did some passing and shooting at our goalkeepers (Filip and
Alfie). At four o’clock a man hosting the tournament brought all
the schools in together for a chat about the tournament.

All Saints first match was against Norton when final score was
1-1. Our next game was against a team called St Michaels, we
drew 0-0. After that game, we played Chilthorne Domer on the
middle pitch, we won 5-0 with goals from Charlie D, Josh, Filip
and Alex.

After that we played Ash on pitch one where we lost 1-0 due to
a goalkeeping error, but we still kept our team spirits high. We
played the ball really well to each other although we lost. Our
final game was against West Chinnock, we sadly lost 1-0 again
although we had most possession of the game and had more
shots than West Chinnock.

Results

Teams Points Played Placement

All Saints 5 5 5

Norton 6 5 4

Chilthorne 1 5 6

West Chinnock 9 5 1

Ash 7 5 3

St Michaels 8 5 2

Written by Charlie Da

FOAS NEWS

What a great start to the school year we have had. Donut sales
as always are doing great so thank you for continuing to buy
your sweet treats on Friday after school and to those people
that help sell them every week!

The Quiz and AGM were also a great success so a big thank
you to all of those who helped and came along. I would like
to take this opportunity to thank all of last year’s committee for
your support and hard work and hope that you will continue
to help and support in this coming year to raise even more
money for our school. I am pleased to announce that our new
committee this year are as follows

• Erin Mansell- Chair

• Tessa Collins - Vice Chair
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KS1 Story Night.

What a night the children had and what fabulous stories! Thank
you to everyone that decorated the classrooms to make them
look so beautiful and special for the children and a huge thank
you to our story tellers. Lots of fun was had and some of
the children were amazed that their classrooms could be so
magical.

As always we are keen to involve as many people in the Friend’s
as possible, but of course we completely understand that many
of you are working parents and have busy lives. However, every
1/2 an hour to help at an event, giving us a new suggestion,
coming along to our events and of course continuing to be
extremely generous in your donations, really does help our
school and enriches the lives of our children whilst at school.
We really do appreciate it! Everyone is welcome so please do
get involved where you can.

Do any of you work for a Bank or building society, or even a
company that does Match funding? Generally speaking, many
banks and building societies, insurance companies,
supermarkets, utilities providers, phone companies and car
manufacturers are known historically to offer match funding
schemes. Please do check with your employer and if they do
please do get in touch with us as you could make a huge
difference to our fund raising.

We hope to be able to tell you more about what we plan to
spend this year’s fund raising efforts on very soon. We have
some great ideas which we have been discussing with the
school.

Up and coming dates for your diaries:

Future events that we hope to organise include; Star Gazing -
Feb/March, All Saints Fun Run - June and lots more!

FOAS Committee

• Amelia Cheeseman - Secretary

• Ali Withers - Treasurer (Welcome to the school Ali
and to the Friends)

• 6th Nov 7pm Friends Christmas Fayre meeting at the
Airfield Tavern

• 29th Nov Christmas Fayre

• 7th February School Disco
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